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ACT 2- part 2
(…..) ESTRAGON: I am happy.
VLADIMIR: So am I.
ESTRAGON: So am I.
VLADIMIR: We are happy.
POZZO We are happy. What do we do now, now that we are happy?
VLADIMIR: We are waiting for Godot.
ESTRAGON: In the meantime let us try and converse calmly, since we are incapable of keeping silent.
POZZO You're right, we're inexhaustible.
ESTRAGON: It's so we won't think.
VLADIMIR: We have that excuse.
ESTRAGON: It's so we won't hear.
VLADIMIR: We have our reasons.
ESTRAGON: All the dead voices.
VLADIMIR: They make a noise like wings.
POZZO Like leaves.
VLADIMIR: Like sand.
ESTRAGON: Like leaves.
VLADIMIR: They all speak at once.
ESTRAGON: Each one to itself. Silence.
VLADIMIR: Rather they whisper.
ESTRAGON: They rustle.
POZZO They murmur.
ESTRAGON: They rustle.
VLADIMIR: What do they say?
POZZO They talk about their lives.
(,,,) VLADIMIR: Where are your boots?
ESTRAGON: I must have thrown them away.
VLADIMIR: When?
ESTRAGON: I don't know.
VLADIMIR: Why?
ESTRAGON: (exasperated). I don't know why I don't know!
VLADIMIR: No, I mean why did you throw them away?
ESTRAGON: (exasperated). Because they were hurting me!
VLADIMIR: (triumphantly, pointing to the boots). There they are! (Estragon looks at the boots.) At the very spot
where you left them yesterday! Estragon goes towards the boots, inspects them closely.
ESTRAGON: They're not mine.
VLADIMIR: (stupefied). Not yours!
ESTRAGON: Mine were black. These are brown.
VLADIMIR: You're sure yours were black?
ESTRAGON: Well they were a kind of grey.
VLADIMIR: And these are brown. Show me.
ESTRAGON: (having tried in vain to work it out). I'm tired! (Pause.) Let's go.
VLADIMIR: We can’t
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ESTRAGON: Why not?
VLADIMIR: We're waiting for Godot.
ESTRAGON: Ah! (Pause. Despairing.) What'll we do, what'll we do!
VLADIMIR: There's nothing we can do.
ESTRAGON: But I can't go on like this!
VLADIMIR: Would you like a radish?
ESTRAGON: Is that all there is?
VLADIMIR: There are radishes and turnips.
ESTRAGON: Are there no carrots?
VLADIMIR: No. Anyway you overdo it with your carrots.
ESTRAGON: hen give me a radish. It's black!
VLADIMIR: It's a radish.
ESTRAGON: I only like the pink ones, you know that!
VLADIMIR: Then you don't want it?
ESTRAGON: I only like the pink ones!
VLADIMIR: Then give it back to me. Estragon gives it back.
ESTRAGON: I'll go and get a carrot. He does not move.
(…..) ESTRAGON: Where shall we go?
VLADIMIR: We can't.
ESTRAGON: Why not?
VLADIMIR: We have to come back tomorrow.
ESTRAGON: What for?
VLADIMIR: To wait for Godot.
ESTRAGON: Ah! (Silence.) He didn't come?
VLADIMIR: No.
ESTRAGON: And now it's too late. (…) You say we have to come back tomorrow? (…)And if he comes?
VLADIMIR: We'll be saved.
ESTRAGON Well? Shall we go?
VLADIMIR: Pull on your trousers.
ESTRAGON: What?
VLADIMIR: Pull on your trousers.
ESTRAGON: You want me to pull off my trousers?
VLADIMIR: Pull ON your trousers.
ESTRAGON: (realizing his trousers are down). True. He pulls up his trousers.
VLADIMIR: Well? Shall we go?
ESTRAGON: Yes, let's go.
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Just My Imagination
•

Cranberries

There was a game we used to _____
We would hit the town on Friday night
And stay in bed until Sunday
We used to be so free
We were living for the love we had and
Living not for ________
It was just my imagination x3
There was a time I used to ______
I have always kept my faith in love
It's the greatest thing from the man _____
The game I used to play
I've always put my cards upon the _____
Let it never be said that I'd be unstable
It was just my imagination x3
There is a game I like to play
I like to hit the town on Friday night
And stay in bed until _______
We'll always be this free
We will be living for the love we have
Living not for reality
It's not my imagination x3
Not my x18

Testo Alejandro Lady GaGa
I know that we are young
And I know that you may love me
But I just can't be with you like this anymore
Alejandro
She's got both hands
In her pocket
And she won't look at you (won't look at you)
She hides true love
En su bolsillo
She's got a halo around her finger
Around you
You know that I love you boy
Hot like Mexico
Rejoice
At this point I've gotta choose
Nothing to lose
Don't call my name
Don't call my name
Alejandro
I'm not your babe
I'm not your babe
Fernando
Don't wanna kiss
Don't wanna touch
Just smoke my cigarette and hush
Don't call my name
Don't call my name
Roberto
Alejandro
Alejandro
Ale-Alejandro
Ale-Alejandro-e-ro
Stop
Please, just let me go
Alejandro
Just let me go
She's not broken
She's just a baby
But her boyfriend's like her dad
Just like a dad
And all those flame that
Burned before him
Now he's gotta firefight
Got-cool the bad

You know that I love you boy
Hot like Mexico
Rejoice
At this point I've gotta choose
Nothing to lose
Don't call my name
Don't call my name
Alejandro
I'm not your babe
I'm not your babe
Fernando
Don't wanna kiss
Don't wanna touch
Just smoke my cigarette and hush
Don't call my name
Don't call my name
Roberto
Alejandro
Alejandro
Ale-Alejandro
Ale-Alejandro-e-ro
Don't bother me
Don't bother me
Alejandro
Don't call my name
Don't call my name
Bye Fernando
I'm not your babe
I'm not your babe
Alejandro
Don't wanna kiss
Don't wanna touch
Fernando
Don't call my name
Don't call my name
Alejandro
I'm not your babe I'm not your babe
Fernando
Don't wanna kiss
Don't wanna touch
Just smoke my cigarette and hush
Don't call my name
Don't call my name Roberto
Alejandro Alejandro
Ale-Alejandro Ale-Alejandro-e-ro

Alejandro Lady GaGa
I know that we are ______
And I know that you may love me
But I just can't be with you like this anymore
Alejandro
She's got both ______
In her pocket
And she won't look at you (won't look at you)
She hides true love
En su bolsillo
She's got a halo around her ______
Around you
You know that I love you boy
Hot like Mexico
Rejoice
At this point I've gotta choose
Nothing to ________
Don't call my name
Don't call my name
Alejandro
I'm not your babe
I'm not your babe
Fernando
Don't wanna kiss
Don't wanna _______
Just smoke my cigarette and hush
Don't call my name
Don't call my name
Roberto
Alejandro
Alejandro
Ale-Alejandro
Ale-Alejandro-e-ro
Stop
Please, just let me go
Alejandro
Just let me _____
She's not broken
She's just a baby
But her boyfriend's like her dad
Just like a dad
And all those flame that
Burned before him
Now he's gotta fire______
Got-cool the bad

You know that I love you ____
Hot like Mexico
Rejoice
At this point I've gotta choose
Nothing to lose
Don't call my name
Don't call my name
Alejandro
I'm not your babe
I'm not your babe
Fernando
Don't wanna kiss
Don't wanna touch
Just smoke my cigarette and hush
Don't call my name
Don't call my name
Roberto
Alejandro
Alejandro
Ale-Alejandro
Ale-Alejandro-e-ro
Don't _______ me
Don't bother me
Alejandro
Don't call my name
Don't call my name
Bye Fernando
I'm not your babe
I'm not your babe
Alejandro
Don't wanna kiss
Don't wanna touch
Fernando
Don't call my name
Don't call my name
Alejandro
I'm not your babe I'm not your babe
Fernando
Don't wanna _____
Don't wanna touch
Just smoke my cigarette and hush
Don't call my name
Don't call my name Roberto
Alejandro Alejandro
Ale-Alejandro Ale-Alejandro-e-ro
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The Water Cycle

Name: ______________________________________

Cross-Curricular Focus: Earth Science
Water on Earth can be found in three different forms, or states. These states are
solid, liquid and gas. When it is frozen, it is solid ice. When it is liquid, it is liquid water.
When it is a gas, it is water vapor. The water cycle is the set of processes that water
goes through as it changes from one state to another.
When the heat of the sun shines on the water in oceans, lakes, rivers and
streams, the water evaporates, rising up into the air as water vapor. As it moves
higher into the sky, it cools. The cooled water vapor begins to form liquid drops, which
gather together as clouds. This process is called condensation. Little by little, more
microscopic drops of water join together in the cloud. Finally, the cloud becomes so
heavy that the drops start to fall. Any form of water that falls from the sky is
called precipitation.
Precipitation will take on different forms. The form depends on the conditions that
exist inside the clouds and the condition of the air the water travels through on its way
to the ground. Drops of liquid water fall as rain, the most common form of precipitation.
If the drops of water fall through air that is warmer than water’s freezing point, they will
remain as rain. Sometimes cold temperatures inside clouds produce ice crystals that
melt in warmer air on their way down, ending up as rain as well.
If raindrops fall through air that is below the freezing point of water, they form tiny
frozen drops known as sleet. If the air inside the cloud and the air on the way down are
both below the freezing point, ice crystals will form and fall as snowﬂakes. There is a
lot of variation in snow, depending on how cold it is when it falls. Warmer temperatures
mean “wetter” snow, while colder temperatures mean drier, ﬂufﬁer snow.
Perhaps the most interesting form of precipitation is hail. Hail forms when windy
conditions combine with freezing temperatures. Drops of frozen rain begin to fall, and
are then repeatedly caught up by the wind and pushed back up through the clouds
where they gather more and more layers of ice. When they become too heavy for the
wind to lift, they fall to the ground as hail.
No matter what form the precipitation takes, much of it will become runoff and ﬁnd
its way back to the sea. Most of the rest will join surface water in lakes and streams or
soak into the ground and become groundwater. Some will spend some time atop tall
mountains as ice and snow.
All water awaits its turn to participate once again in each state of the water cycle.
Water continually changes from one state to another. The water cycle never ends.

Answer the following questions based on the
reading passage. Don’t forget to go back to the
passage whenever necessary to ﬁnd or conﬁrm
your answers.

1) How does the water cycle ensure that
we have water?
_______________________________
_______________________________
2) What are the three stages of the
water cyle? _____________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
3) Describe the conditions that are
necessary for snow to fall.
_______________________________
_______________________________
4) How does precipitation return to the
water cycle?_____________________
_______________________________
5) What is your favorite form of
precipitation? Why? _______________
_______________________________
_______________________________
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READING COMPREHENSION A2-B1

The Effects of Stress
There is a famous expression in English: "Stop the world, I want to get off!" This
expression refers to a feeling of panic, or stress, that makes a person want to stop whatever
they are doing, try to relax, and become calm again. 'Stress' means pressure or tension. It is
one of the most common causes of health problems in modern life. Too much stress results
in physical, emotional, and mental health problems.
There are numerous physical effects of stress. Stress can affect the heart. It can increase the
pulse rate, make the heart miss beats, and can cause high blood pressure. Stress can affect
the respiratory system. It can lead to asthma. It can cause a person to breathe too fast,
resulting in a loss of important carbon dioxide. Stress can affect the stomach. It can cause
stomach aches and problems digesting food. These are only a few examples of the wide
range of illnesses and symptoms resulting from stress.
Emotions are also easily affected by stress. People suffering from stress often feel anxious.
They may have panic attacks. They may feel tired all the time. When people are under stress,
they often overreact to little problems. For example, a normally gentle parent under a lot of
stress at work may yell at a child for dropping a glass of juice. Stress can make people angry,
moody, or nervous.
Long-term stress can lead to a variety of serious mental illnesses. Depression, an extreme
feeling of sadness and hopelessness, can be the result of continued and increasing stress.
Alcoholism and other addictions often develop as a result of overuse of alcohol or drugs to try
to relieve stress. Eating disorders, such as anorexia, are sometimes caused by stress and
are often made worse by stress. If stress is allowed to continue, then one's mental health is
put at risk.
It is obvious that stress is a serious problem. It attacks the body. It affects the emotions.
Untreated, it may eventually result in mental illness. Stress has a great influence on the
health and well-being of our bodies, our feelings, and our minds. So, reduce stress: stop the
world and rest for a while.
Show questions one by one
1. Which of the following is not a common problem caused by stress?
A. ? physical problems
B. ?

anecdotal problems

C. ?

mental problems

D. ?

emotional problems

2. According to the essay, which of the following parts of the body does not have
physical problems caused by stress.
A. ? the arms
B. ?

the stomach

C. ?

the lungs

D. ?

the heart

3. Which of the following show how stress can affect the emotions? Click on the box
beside each correct answer and then click on "Check".
it can make people feel nervous
it can cause panic attacks
it can make people feel elated
it can make people feel angry
Which of the following can result from long-term stress? Click on the box beside each
correct answer and then click on "Check".
bliss
depression
alcoholism
whimsy
Choose the best answer to explain how alcoholism is caused by stress.
. ? alcohol is used to relieve stress
A. ?

alcohol is popular

B. ?

alcohol is a chemical

C. ?

alcohol is similar to medicine

Which of the following is not caused by long-term stress?
. ? bloating
A. ?

addiction

B. ?

anorexia

C. ?

alcoholism

Choose all of the answers that can complete this sentence: Stress can affect the
respiratory system by __________.

.
causing stomach problems
causing asthma
a loss of carbon dioxide
causing breathing problems
Symptoms of emotional stress include __________.
. ? feeling joyous
A. ?

feeling hungry

B. ?

feeling thirsty

C. ?

feeling tired
Why People Get Tattoos

Jack lay, quiet and unmoving, for thirty minutes while a stranger repeatedly stabbed
him with sharp needles, causing blood to pour steadily out of his leg. Jack was getting a
tattoo. His friend Tony had recently gotten a tattoo, and Jack was so impressed by Tony's
bravery and his tattoo that he decided to get one too. Getting a tattoo because your friends
and peers have them is just one of the reasons why a lot of young people in North America
get tattoos. Peer pressure, media influence, and personal expression are some of the
common reasons for wearing tattoos today.
The desire to be part of a group, to be accepted by one's friends or peers, can have a great
influence on what a person does. Sometimes, wearing a tattoo can be a sign that you belong
to a certain group. Gangs often use special clothes and tattoos to identify their particular
group. For example, in one gang all the members may wear green army jackets and have
large 'Xs' tattooed on their arms. It is not only gangs that have this type of special 'uniform'.
Young people often belong to a certain group of friends. Some of these groups wear only
brand-name clothes. Some wear only black clothes. Others wear tattoos. When a person's
friends are all doing something, such as getting a tattoo, that person is more likely to do the
same thing, and get a tattoo too.
The media is another big influence behind the popularity of tattoos in North America. A wide
variety of media images show tattoos. Tattoos can be seen on people appearing in
commercials selling expensive cars. Famous sports heroes with tattoos are shown in

magazines. Fashion models are often seen in magazines and on TV wearing designer
clothes that show their bodies tattooed with detailed and colourful patterns. These media
images link tattoos to ideas of wealth, success, and status. As a result, many people decide
to get a tattoo for its fashion and status value.
It is not always the influence of other people or the media that results in a person getting a
tattoo. Many people decide to wear tattoos in order to express their artistic nature, their
beliefs, or their feelings -- in other words, to show their individuality. A musician in a rock
band may get a tattoo of a guitar on the arm. Some environmentalists may tattoo pictures of
endangered animals on their shoulders. Lovers may tattoo each others' names over their
hearts. A tattoo can be a public sign to show what is important in a person's life.
As you can see, there are many reasons why young North Americans get tattoos. A tattoo
can be part of a group's uniform. It can be a sign of fashion. It can be an expression of
individuality. The decision to get a tattoo is most often a result of the influence of friends or
media or the desire to express oneself. For Jack, it was a mixture of all three.
Show questions one by one
1. According to the essay, what are the three most common reasons why a person gets
a tattoo?
pressure from their peers
it is healthy
influence from the media
a way of personal expression
2. According to the essay, which of the following are common ways that people show
they belong to a certain group?
wearing a tattoo
wearing special clothes
wearing a special uniform
wearing a special kind of socks
3. According to the essay, which of the following are ways that the media uses tattoos
in advertising?
to sell cars
by using fashion models
by using sports stars

by using endangered species
4. According to the essay, media images are linked to _____________. Choose all that
apply.
wealth
status
success
debt
5. According to the essay, which of the following are possible artistic reasons for getting
tattoos?
to show membership in a band
to show a lover's name
to show pictures of animals that may become extinct
to show which language you speak
6. Jack was stabbed for thirty minutes with a needle because _____________. Click on
button beside the best answer.
A. ? he was getting a tattoo
B. ?

he was getting acupuncture

C. ?

he is was getting his ears pierced

D. ?

he was getting a nose ring

According to the essay, some people get tattoos because ____________. Click on
the button beside the best answer.
. ? they think it is fashionable
A. ?

they like pain

B. ?

they think it will wash off in the bath

C. ?

they are religious

According to the essay, Jack thinks people who get tattoos are ____________. Click
on the button beside the best answer.
. ? brave
A. ?

cowardly

B. ?

old fashioned

C. ?

nitwits

The reason Jack wanted to get a tattoo was ____________. Click on the button
beside the best answer.
. ? the influence of friends
A. ?

the influence of the media

B. ?

a desire to express himself

C. ?

all of the above

Selling human eggs
A twenty-five-year-old English woman has advertised 1) __________ own eggs for sale 2)
__________ the internet to pay off her credit card debt. She 3) __________ that she has
three jobs - a day job and two part-time jobs in pubs 4) __________ the evening, but thinks
selling her eggs would be a better way to 5) __________ out her money problems.
Last year, the law changed and children 6) __________ from donated eggs can be told 7)
__________ their biological mother is. Since then, fewer women have been donating eggs.
Critics 8) __________ that it is dangerous to donate eggs and also say that people should do
it for free and not for money. Despite the critics, it is likely that paying for eggs will become
more common in the future.
Questions
1

the

her

2

in

3

tells

4

in

5

sorting

6

born

7

that

8

saying

at

hers
on

says
on

speaks

at
sorted
be born

whom
say

sort
are born
who
says

